
Flashlight HOTO HOTO QWSDT002, 1000lm Ref: 6974370800772
Flashlight HOTO HOTO QWSDT002, 1000lm
HOTO QWSDT002 torch, 1000lm
Brightness  of  up  to  1,000  lm and  210  m -  these  are  just  some of  the  advantages  of  the  HOTO torch.  This  torch  is  suitable  for  many
situations, such as a night walk or a camping trip, but not only because it offers many different modes of operation. What is more, its
control is very simple and intuitive. With a runtime of up to 65 hours, this torch is ideal for a weekend camping trip. 
 
Easy to control
The HOTO torch has been created with comfort in mind, so it is very simple and intuitive to use. You can adjust the intensity of the light
with one click, and use the swivel design to change the light source - you can choose the main light, the side light and much more! Enjoy
full control with HOTO!
 
The perfect light source
The HOTO torch will be the perfect source of light. It can generate light with a brightness of up to 1000 lm. What's more, it has a range of
up to 210 m, which makes it perfect for outdoor activities such as night walks. 
 
Different light modes
What sets the HOTO torch apart is the ability to change modes freely. You can choose from a light suitable for night walks, but also from
side lighting, warm light, flashing and SOS modes, as well as a two-colour light. This makes the equipment adaptable to your needs and
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preferences.
 
Long operating time
You don't have to worry about your light source suddenly going out. The HOTO torch is equipped with a 3200 mAh Li-ion battery. This
means that it can operate for up to 65 hours. What's more, it will continuously serve you for up to 5 hours! This means you can take it on
a weekend camping trip.
 
Comfortable to use
The HOTO torch  is  a  functional  device  that  has  been created  with  comfort  in  mind.  Thanks  to  the  magnetic  strip  and the  extendable
hook, you can place it almost anywhere. This makes it easy to hang it from a tree or metal surface.
 
	Producer 
	HOTO
	Model 
	QWSDT002
	Weight 
	approx. 194 g
	Rated voltage 
	5 V = 2 A
	Battery 
	Li-ion
	Battery capacity
	3200 mAh
	Charging time 
	approx. 150 min
	Brightness
	1000 lm
	Operating time 
	up to 65 h
	Range 
	up to 210 m
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Price:

Before: € 43.0008

Now: € 41.50

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Other, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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